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Suspended sentence is considered to be a "Multiple role independent 
reaction means of criminal law “ In view of the objective existence of this 
Application of Law , The legislature is in the legislative process, as well as the 
court in the sessions of declared suspended sentence, they have to hold a prudent 
and serious attitude. Author believes the essential attribute of the system of 
suspended sentence should be understood as a kind of correction, education, 
deterrence of criminal way, that more in line with the spirit of the modern 
system of suspended sentence, It has meaning and value is very respected by 
theoretical and practical circles. The suspended sentence is owed many value 
function of criminal. It can not only avoid excessive punishment, but also to 
emphasis on  disciplinary penalties which included the punishment and then 
achieve correction of criminals and make the crime prevention functions into 
reality. In recent years, although China's system of suspended sentence has been 
continuously developing in the legislative, judicial and theory. However, we 
must also see that the system of suspended sentence also need to be perfected in 
the legislation, but also there are injustices in judicial. These deficiencies make 
that the function and value of special precautions of system of suspended 
sentence play insufficiently, but also incompatible with China's current criminal 
policy of temper justice with mercy. This paper is divided into three chapters. 
The first chapter analyzes the theoretical basis for the probation system 
perspective, combined with the penal system in the modern world mitigation of 
punishment, penalty enforcement of non-custodial reform trends, conduct a 
more in-depth analysis and discussion from value level of criminal law, in order 
to help benefit from the practical application of research and judicial probation 
system. For the second chapter of "Criminal Law Amendment (h)" for the latest 
changes and developments probation system, the objective of the legislation 















probation, Pointed out the defects and flaws, combined with China's current 
situation and characteristics applicable to judicial practice probation system, the 
probation applies to our current expansion reflection, with a view to promote the 
improvement of Probation legislation. Chapter III from the start of the 
improvement of legislation probation system,then make a comparative study on 
the extraterritorial provisions of the probation system and application, Finally, 
China's current criminal policy of Leniency with Strictness, After all, we can 
plunge ourselves in the addition of social survey before suspended sentence, the 
hearings of suspended sentence, additional burden before the suspended 
sentence.and strive to improve the application of suspended sentence from the 
legislative design and judicial practice . 
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第二节  缓刑适用的理论基础及价值 
缓刑 早产生于英国。但作为一项刑罚制度，起源于 1870 年美国波士
顿的《缓刑法》，现已为世界各国刑事立法广泛采用，成为当代世界各国刑
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